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ABSTRACT

In fault diagnostic expert systems, the knowledge can be either shallow (experience-based) or deep (function-based). This paper presents a deep-knowledge expert system for fault detection in process operations and control domain. The structure used for modelling deep-knowledge is called Goal-Tree-Success Tree. An expert system shell has been built for applying this deep-knowledge model utilizing the logic based language PROLOG. An example, applying this deep-knowledge model and the developed expert system shell, is also presented.
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Scope

The operational complexity of large processing plants requires plant operators to handle many difficult and knowledge intensive tasks. Plant operations and diagnosis of faults in process plants are amenable to applications of artificial intelligence, specifically expert systems. Expert system technology has evolved to the point that a variety of general purpose advisory and diagnostic systems are available to aid operation and control.

Currently there are two types of methods for modelling knowledge for expert system applications. These two types are shallow knowledge and deep-knowledge. For complex process plants shallow knowledge models are difficult to formulate and are often incomplete. In this paper, we will present an approach for building expert system for plant
diagnostic that uses a deep-knowledge model based on the plant operational goals. An expert system building shell and an example of its application is provided. This expert system is currently available for off-line applications. On-line real-time development of the system is underway.
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Conclusions and Significance

In this paper we have discussed the development of an expert system shell (called GOTRES) based on a deep knowledge model called Goal Tree-Success Tree (GTST) model. The GOTRES expert system demonstrated that deep knowledge for process control plants can be effectively represented by using the GTST model, and the model can be conveniently arranged into frame-based knowledge by using the language PROLOG. It is observed that GOTRES shell can quickly process the frame-based knowledge and assist the user to locate the site of fault(s) when a goal is lost. It is also concluded that by incorporating real-time interface into the GOTRES, this expert system will be capable of automatically acquiring plant data which will enhance the GOTRES capabilities.
1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of a fault diagnostic expert system in a process control environment is to aid the operator in detecting and resolving process failures. Two general approaches have been applied to the development of expert systems; model-based (deep-knowledge) and model-free (shell knowledge).

A survey of shallow knowledge fault detection expert systems has been discussed by Pau [2], and Waterman [3]. Shallow knowledge expert systems use (if-then) type rules as the primary means of knowledge representation. These rules are formulated based on a large collection of empirical observations. Typically, the development steps for a rule-based system can be generalized as: data abstraction, heuristic mapping onto a hierarchy of pre-enumerated solutions, and refinement within this hierarchy [3].

Performance of these rule-based diagnostic expert systems can become very effective, provided that all failure modes have been compiled, and the failures can be sufficiently characterized from measurements and/or observations. In cases where the failure modes are not well known, these systems are inadequate, and deep knowledge systems are more appropriate.

When confronted with an unfamiliar problem an expert can resort to "first principles". Through in-depth understanding of the problem, an expert can resolve problems that have not been well documented by prior observations [4].
example, in fault detection in a process control domain an expert can diagnose the failure through his fundamental understanding of the principles behind the operations of the plant. In electronics, an expert may isolate the fault by tracing through the functional structure of an electronic circuit [5,6]. The knowledge used by the expert in these situations are referred to as "deep knowledge".

There are numerous diagnostic expert systems using deep knowledge. A number of these systems are presented in the literature [6-12]. An example of a deep knowledge expert system is IBM's Diagnostic Assistance Reference Tool (DART) [11]. This system is designed to diagnose faults in computer hardware. The DART system contains no information about how computer hardware fail. Instead, has a structural description of the computer hardware. It works directly from information about intended structure (machine parts and their interconnections) and expected behavior (equations, rules, or procedures that relate inputs and outputs). This approach provides a broader knowledge base, as well as modularity for incorporating new knowledge. The information needed for DART's knowledge base can be accumulated as the device is designed. DART uses the structural information to deduce a fault.

In process control, there is a large spectrum of conditions that can lead to failure. Many of these failures are unanticipated and have very low probability of occurring. As a result they are not thoroughly characterized and cannot
be represented through rule-based shallow knowledge. However, these failure conditions can be diagnosed by using fundamental understanding of the principles behind the operation of the plant. Hence, deep knowledge methods can be more effective in process operation and diagnosis domain. While DART uses the structural functions as the deep knowledge; it can perform diagnosis when system is not in operation during which input-output checks can be performed. Deep knowledge method based on structural functions would not work as well in complex process control where a system cannot be shutdown while diagnostic tests are being performed on the system. An effective deep-knowledge method which requires no plant shutdown during the diagnose would have to be used in process plant. Since various instruments are used to monitor and determine whether process plant hardware are working, and since plant hardware support specific plant goals (or functions), a goal oriented method to represent the deep-knowledge would be more effective.

The purpose of this paper is to present an expert system that utilizes a deep-knowledge model that is based on specific plant goals. In this method the principles of process operations and control are organized in a tree format. This method of modelling knowledge is known as Goal Tree-Success Tree (GTST) [13,14].

In this paper we will discuss development of an expert system shell based on the GTST model. The intelligent language PROLOG [15-17] is used to program this shell. In its
present form, GTST modelled knowledge and instrument readings are required for determining the site of faults. These data are entered into the shell by the user. Currently efforts are underway to upgrade the system so that the instrument readings are obtained directly through a real-time data acquisition interface. In the rest of the paper the methodology along with an application of the approach is presented.

2. The GTST METHODOLOGY

The knowledge base used in this expert system is based on the GTST model. The GTST model is a hierarchical representation of plant goals and hardwares. This top-down hierarchical model represents a collection of goals and sub-goals that are required to achieve a pre-defined plant objective. There are specific rules for developing the GTST model so as to maintain hierarchy and completeness [13]. The first step in development of the tree involves definition of the top goal or objective. This top goal must be explicitly defined in terms which make it a single unambiguous statement. It is from this definition that the analyst will identify and relate all the different plant goals and sub-goals which must be achieved to attain the overall objective.

The goal tree is built vertically downward from the objective in levels, wherein the analyst subsequently decomposes each identified goal into a necessary and sufficient set of dependent sub-goals. As the vertical detailed development of the tree increases, it is necessary
that specific rules for the GTST model development be applied
to ensure its accuracy and completeness; and that the proper
hierarchy between goals and sub-goals be rigorously
maintained. Important rules during the GTST development are:

1. Upon looking downward from any goal towards the
   bottom of the tree, it is possible to define
   explicitly how the specific goal or sub-goal is
   satisfied.

2. Upon looking upward from any sub-goal towards the
   objective or top-goal, it is possible to define
   explicitly why the specific goal or sub-goal must be
   satisfied.

When the goals are sufficiently broken down into lower
level sub-goals there will be a level beyond which sub-goals
can only be defined with reference to actual hardware.
As soon as hardware is explicitly mentioned, the tree becomes
one which describes "success paths". A success tree shows the
combination of components that should work so that the
hardware works. Figure 1 shows a typical GTST model.

3. EXPERT SYSTEM SHELL

The goal tree expert system (GOTRES) shell consists of a
knowledge base and an inference engine. In the current
configuration there is also an interactive front-end program
for entering plant status through the instrument readings.

In the following, all elements of the GOTRES shell are
described.
(1) Knowledge Base

The knowledge base of GOTRES contains the attributes associated with each goal and the structural information of the GTST. The structure of the GTST is entered into the computer using the frame-based representation method [1]. In this method, the goal tree is viewed as a semantic network. Where the goals are nodes in the semantic net; and they are connected using the relational connector "how". This network can be seen in Fig. 1.

Once the frame-based representation has been established, then PROLOG fact statements can be written to represent the semantic network and the attributes of the goals. PROLOG is particularly suitable to show semantic networks and attributes since it can easily show relations between items. For those readers unfamiliar with the relational aspect of PROLOG, this process involves defining PROLOG predicate, and arguments. For example, in order to enter the semantic network into the knowledge base one would treat the connector "how" as a predicate. The two goals that are being connected are the arguments of this predicate.

Suppose goal Y, according to the GTST model, is achieved by goal X, the PROLOG fact statement would represent this as:

```prolog
((how (X) (Y))).
```

In this case X is a direct subgoal of Y. As will be seen in the later example, there is a "how" fact statement for every connection in the goal tree. Similarly, the connections between the hardwares and the lowest level goals are entered
into the knowledge base using this type of fact statement. If goal X is a lowest level goal and hardware Z is required for accomplishing X, the fact statement can be shown by:

(((how (Z) (X)))).

To differentiate between the goals and hardware, information defining their characteristics must be included as PROLOG fact statements. For example, the following fact statement shows that Z is a hardware.

(((hardware (Z) ))).

For each of the goals in the GTST model, four fact statements are entered in the knowledge base. Three of these are for identifying the features of the goal, and one is for indicating the conditions for goal success or failure. The first of these statements is:

(((goal-num n))).

This indicates that integer "n" is a goal number. By having goal numbers in the knowledge base the users will not have to type lengthy goal statements.

The second of these statements is:

(((goal-statement (n) (X) ))).

The two arguments in this statement are the goal number and the statement of goal X. This fact statement declares that X is the goal statement of goal number "n". The parenthesis around X indicates that X can be a list of words.

The third of these statements is:

(((goal-attribute (n) (c) ))).

The two arguments here are the goal number and detail statement describing the goal.
The fourth of these statements is:

\[((goal-instrument-support (n) (a b c ))\).

The arguments are, again the goal number, follow by a list of indicators that would have to be "proper" for the goal to be successful. Although the statement allows for a list, it can be a single indicator as well.

All of the four statements above contain the same integer goal number. This common denominator links the statements to the same goal, and similar set of PROLOG fact statements exist for each goal. Specific examples of these four statements will be later discussed in an example.

(2) Interactive Front-End

The interactive front-end program is designed to gather the instrument readings and plant conditions needed to evaluate goal and hardware success or failure. This program also acquires from the user whether each instrument is in the proper operating range, and stores the information in the knowledge base as PROLOG predicate statement. Using these predicate statements and the GTST information in the knowledge base, the inference engine part of the expert system is able to infer the possible causes of failure. A typical session of this program will also be seen later in an example. The front-end portion of this expert system shell is designed such that when real-time interaction is established, most of the data such as instrument reading can be directly obtained through data acquisition link. Some of the more essential PROLOG control rules of this program are explained in more detail in Appendix A.
(3) Inference Engine

The inference engine provides control strategy for processing the knowledge stored in the knowledge base, and infers possible causes of faults. The control strategy used by GOTRES in this process is backward chaining depth search. This search process identifies all branches of the GTST as successful or lost while checking the goals. Once a lost goal is determined, the search goes one level lower. Therefore, on the next lower level of the GTST only sub-goals of the higher level lost goal are checked. As a result, in this search process the inference engine minimizes the number of goals needed to be checked before locating the lost goal.

To start a search, the user enters the command "exam" followed by an indication of the goal from which the search initiates. For example, if a user would want to start from the top goal. This can be done by entering the top goal statement. However, since integer goal numbers are installed in the knowledge base, this search can be initiate by just entering "exam 1". Here, "1" is the top goal number. Similarly, the user can initiate the search from any other goal in the GTST model.

Beginning with the top goal, the process checks the goal requirements for success, and compares them with the list of instrument indications entered through the front-end program. This checking process is performed by PROLOG control rules using the recursion process in the PROLOG. For the top goal in the GTST to be successful, all lower level
goals must be successful. If the top goal is lost, then at least one of the lower level goals must have been lost. The diagnostic process records the goals that are checked, and follows the failed goal to lower level goals. On each descending level, the goals are checked until a lost goal is identified. Once a lost goal is identified, the checking process continues depth-wise until reaching the lowest level lost goal in the GTST model. The actual hardware supporting a lowest level lost goal are then listed as possible sites of failures. The expert system then goes back to the initial lost goal and repeats the checking process by pursuing another failure path, if any, and present other possible failures. A graphical display of this search strategy is presented in Appendix B.

4. EXAMPLE

Nitric acid cooler is an example of a very simple process control system, see Fig.2. For this system, the objective is to cool nitric acid (HNO3) through a heat exchanger to within a designed temperature range. The control mechanism of this system is also modeled. For major control of coolant flow, a speed controller is used; while for fine control of the flow a temperature controller is used. In order to build a knowledge base for this system, one should first formulate a GTST model of the process. By applying the rules described earlier, a GTST model has been developed for this process as shown in Fig.3. This GTST model represents the basic principles for the operation and
control of the nitric acid cooler. Structure of the GTST, arranged in the form of frame-based representation, is placed into the knowledge base using PROLOG relational statements. These PROLOG statements use the predicate "how" as the structural connector. All of the PROLOG fact statements required to enter the GTST into the knowledge base are listed in Fig. 4.

Each goal in the GTST is represented by four PROLOG fact statements. For example, statements for the objective in the nitric acid cooler are as follows:

(((goal-num 1)).
This (first) statement indicates that the goal number "1" is a valid goal number.

(((goal-attribute (1)
    (This is the objective of the goal tree)).
This (second) statement provides a brief explanation of the top goal.

(((goal-statement (1)
    (cool HNO3 to within designed temperature range))).
This (third) statement is the goal statement as it appears in the GTST model.

(((goal-instrument-support (1) (T2) ))
This (fourth) statement indicates that for goal 1 to be successful temperature sensor 2 must be in the proper operating range.

There is a set of PROLOG fact statements indicating whether each sensor is in the proper range for the process
control operation. These fact statements are entered into the knowledge base using the interactive front-end program. For each sensor, the interactive front-end program inquires the user for the reading. A session with the interactive front-end program is shown in Fig 5. The interactive program is activated by the command "check hno3". User of the interactive program indicates whether the instrument is in the proper operating range by simply answering yes or no.

Evaluation of the facts in the knowledge base and the instrument values entered by the user is initiated by the command "exam 1". The diagnostic result is shown in Fig. 6. This inference engine also permits one to easily extract information from the knowledge base. For example, to receive the goal-attribute of a goal, the user needs to enter the predicate followed by the goal number. In this case, if the user enters,

"attribute 1"

the response would be:

For goal 1, the attribute is: (This is the top objective in the goal tree)

This feature of the GOTRES is further illustrated in Fig. 7.
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APPENDIX A. PROLOG PROGRAMMING ASPECTS OF GOTOS

I. Fact Statements Used In the Knowledge Base

FACT                      EXPLANATION

(((how (X) (Y)))          /X is how Y is accomplished. This
                           connects X to the higher goal Y.
(((how (Z) (X)))          /Z is how Y is accomplished. This
                           relates X to its sub-goal Z.
(((hardware Z))           /Z is hardware item. This
                           statement exists for each hardware.
(((goal-num n))           /n is a goalnumber.
(((goal-statement (n)     /n is the node number of goal X.
  (X X))                   (X))
(((goal-attribute (n)     /c is an explanation describing
  (c))                     goal X.
(((goal-instrument-support (n) (a b c))  /a b c represent the instruments
                                          that can verify success of
                                          goal n.

II. Examples of Interactive Front-end Program Control Rules

RULE                      EXPLANATION

(((scan Z (X|Y))          /Recursion permits the
((PP Is X in the acceptable
  operating range?)
  (PP Please type y for yes
   or n for no.)
  (R Y1)
  (eval Y1 X)
  (scan Z Y))             inquiring of all instru-
                          ment states. Response is
                          read as Y1, and eval rule
                          is called. (eval rule is
                          explained below)

(((eval Y X)              /Response is carried as Y. If
  (IF (EQ Y y)
  ((ADDCL((proper X)) ))
  ((evaltwo Y X)) ))       the response is yes, then the fact
                          statement ((proper X)) is added to
                          the knowledge base. If not
                          evaltwo rule is called.

(((evaltwo Y X)           /If the response is no
  (IF (EQ Y n)
  ((ADDCL((fail X)) ))
  ((ABORT)) ))             the fact statement
                          ((fail X)) is added. Only y and n
                          are accepted.
III. Examples of Essential Inference Engine Control Rules

RULE

((test x ())
 (PP goal x is successful))

EXPLANATION
/ if the list of instrument
for x is empty, then goal
x is successful.

(((test x (Z|X))
 (proper Z)
 (test x Y))

/Z is first in the instrument
list. If it is proper then
check the next item in the
list.

(((test x (Z|X))
 (!trim x Z))

/instrument Z is not in the
proper range. Goal x failed.

In this rule, the instrument readings associated with goal x
is being tested. This collection of PROLOG statements
perform recursion. In the recursion process, a list of items
are tested one at a time.

RULE

((check x Y)
 (how Y1 X)
 (IF (hardware Y1)
   ((show Y))
   ((checkon x Y)) ))

EXPLANATION
/ checks if goal x is the
lowest level goal. If
x is connected by "how"
predicate to hardwares,
then hardware is shown.
Otherwise, checking is
continued.

((show X)
 (PP The following are
 possible cause of failure)
 (FORALL ((how X1 X))
   ((PP X1)) ))

/prints all hardware that
are connected to the sub-
goal X.
APPENDIX B. SEARCH STRATEGY USED BY GDTRES

Provide Coolant Flow

Provide Driving Flow to Coolant 11
Pump
Motor
AC Power

Provide Source of Coolant 12
Coolant Pipes

Provide Sink For Coolant 13
Discharge Sink Pipes

(1) The objective of the GTST has failed, the search continues on the next lower level of the tree.

Provide Coolant Flow

Provide Driving Flow to Coolant 11
Pump
Motor
AC Power

Provide Source of Coolant 12
Coolant Pipes

Provide Sink For Coolant 13
Discharge Sink Pipes

(2) Goal 11 is successful, and the search continues on the same level for a lost goal.
Provide Coolant Flow

Provide Driving Flow to Coolant 11
Pump
Motor
AC Power

Provide Source of Coolant 12
Coolant Pipes

Provide Sink For Coolant 13
Discharge Sink Pipes

(3) The search identifies goal 12 as the lost goal; thus the hardware referenced by goal 12 will be listed as possible faults.
Figure 1. A typical Goal Tree-Success Tree.
Figure 2. Nitric Acid Cooler System.
Figure 3. Goal Tree - Success Tree for the Nitric Acid Cooler System.
Figure 4. "how" predicate statements used for representing the GTST.
check hno3
Is T1 in the acceptable operating range? Please type y for yes, or n for no.
y
Is T2 in the acceptable operating range? Please type y for yes, or n for no.
n
Is T3 in the acceptable operating range? Please type y for yes, or n for no.
y
Is T4 in the acceptable operating range? Please type y for yes, or n for no.
y
Is P1 in the acceptable operating range? Please type y for yes, or n for no.
y
Is P2 in the acceptable operating range? Please type y for yes, or n for no.
n
Is P3 in the acceptable operating range? Please type y for yes, or n for no.
n
Is P4 in the acceptable operating range? Please type y for yes, or n for no.
n
Is F1 in the acceptable operating range? Please type y for yes, or n for no.
n
Is F2 in the acceptable operating range? Please type y for yes, or n for no.
n
The reading of indications are completed:
proper T1
fail T2
proper T3
proper T4
proper P1
fail P2
fail P3
fail P4
fail F1
fail F2
?
&

Figure 5. An interactive session with the front-end program.
exam 1

goal number : 1

l has failed because
T2 is a not in the proper operating range .

11 has failed because
T2 is a not in the proper operating range .

111 has failed because
T2 is a not in the proper operating range .

1111 has failed because
T2 is a not in the proper operating range .

11111 has failed because
T2 is a not in the proper operating range .

the following are possible cause of failures
(pump speed controller)
(flow sensor)
(AC power)
(connecting cables)

Figure 6. The result of a diagnostic session.
&attribute 1
For goal 1, the attribute is:
(This is the top objective in the goal tree.)

&statement 1
1 (cool HNO3 to within designed temperature range.)

&attribute llll
For goal llll, the attribute is:
(The controlling of the amount of cooling is conducted by
adjusting the coolant flow rate.)

&statement llll
llll (control coolant flow)

&instrument 11
The instruments that are/is required to be in the correct
operating range for goal 11 to be consider a successful: (T2
T3 P1 P2 P3 F1 F2)

&instrument llllll
The instruments that are/is required to be in the correct
operating range for goal llllll to be consider a successful:
(T2 T3)

Figure 7. Examples of information extraction from the
knowledge base.